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We analysed the spatial heterogeneity complexity of Cerrado vegetation of São Paulo. Spatial heterogeneity 
was obtained by quantity texture patterns on ASTER images for Jataí Ecological Station (JES; Luiz Antônio ‐ SP) 
conservation unit. Two hillsides of JES where cerradão physiognomy was present were analysed, and for each 
of them we sampled three positions: base, medium and top. Vertical structure and canopy cover density 
varied along hillsides. For each site, we extracted the texture pattern for two spatial scales (150x150m and 
75x75m). Spatial complexity were estimated by two landscape metrics, both based on informational entropy: 
a) maximum entropy (H/Hmax), in which high values of complexity are assigned to patterns more 
disordered; and b) convex function of entropy (LMC), which attribute high values of complexity to patterns 
situated in intermediate range between order and disorder. Comparing different sites of the same hillside, 
both metrics had identical results in relation to greatest and smallest values of complexity. In hillside 1, the 
top side showed greater values. In these area, the cerradão shows high trees with less density of canopy in 
comparison to others sites of this hillside, which provides more spatial heterogeneity. For the smaller values 
of complexity, there was difference in comparison of analyzed extensions in hillside 1: for 150 x 150m spatial 
scale, was attributed medium hillside site to smaller values of complexity; for 75 x 75m, the base had the 
smallest values. However, the value of complexity of medium and low hillsides for the same spatial extension 
were very close. In hillside 2, on the base of site, which shows a cerradão with shorter trees and lesser canopy 
cover density in relation to others sites of hillside, texture patterns had highest values of complexity for both 
entropy measures. The most homogeny site, located in medium position of hillside and with presence of high 
trees and canopy density, smallest values were recorded. Based on our findings we can concluded that there 
is a tendency of sites situated in the top and in the base of hillside showed great values of complexity, while 
sites located in medium hillside tend to be less complex in terms of spatial heterogeneity. Also, for local scale, 
the canopy density is more relevant than tree vertical structure on determining the complexity of texture 
patterns of vegetation. 


